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§ 42:101 — Who may recover
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§ 42:104 — — Permanent part of structure under construction
§ 42:105 — — Failure to provide scaffold
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CHAPTER 43. WRONGFUL DISCHARGE

$43:1$ Employment at-will doctrine
$43:2$ Constructive discharge
$43:3$ Statutory limitations on at-will doctrine
$43:4$ National Labor Relations Act
$43:5$ Civil rights act of 1964
$43:6$ Age discrimination in employment
$43:7$ Americans with disabilities act of 1990
$43:8$ 42 USC section 1981
$43:9$ Fair labor standards act
$43:10$ Occupational safety and health act
$43:11$ Whistleblower protection act
$43:12$ State statutes
$43:13$ Express contract
$43:14$ Form: Complaint, breach of express contract
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$43:24$ Contract implied in fact
$43:25$ Promissory estoppel
$43:26$ Employment manuals
$43:27$ Disclaimers; modifications
$43:28$ Form: Complaint, breach of implied in fact contract (handbook)
$43:29$ “Good faith”/“bad faith” standards
$43:30$ “Good faith”/“bad faith” standards—Form: Complaint, covenant of good faith and fair dealing and public policy
§ 43:31 —“Public policy” standard
§ 43:32 — —Individual liability of corporate officer and
employee
§ 43:33 — —Source of policy
§ 43:34 — —Specific policies—Sexual harassment
§ 43:35 — — —Criminal statutes
§ 43:36 — — —Sex discrimination
§ 43:37 — — —Age discrimination
§ 43:38 — — —Disability discrimination
§ 43:39 — — —Worker’s compensation
§ 43:40 — —Unemployment benefits
§ 43:41 —“Public policy” standard—Specific policies—OSHA;
safe workplace statutes
§ 43:42 — — —Other public policies
§ 43:43 — — —Drug testing
§ 43:44 —“Public policy” standard—Form: Complaint, public
policy
§ 43:45 — — —Form: Complaint, public policy, express
contract, intentional infliction of emotional distress
§ 43:46 Other tort remedies
§ 43:47 — —Interference with contractual relations
§ 43:48 — —Intentional infliction of emotional distress
§ 43:49 — —Harassment
§ 43:50 — — —Sexual harassment
§ 43:51 — —Racial abuse
§ 43:52 — —Theft accusations
§ 43:53 — — —Effect of workers’ compensation statute
§ 43:54 — —Defamation
§ 43:55 — — —Communications to other employees
§ 43:56 — — —Communications during employee misconduct
investigations
§ 43:57 — — —In-house communications
§ 43:58 — — —Communications to prospective employers
§ 43:59 — — —Communications to third parties—Employer
representatives
§ 43:60 — — —Credit agencies
§ 43:61 — — —Customers
§ 43:62 — — —Government agencies
§ 43:63 — — —Communications by discharged employee
§ 43:64 — —Violation of privacy
§ 43:65 — — —Negligently conducted drug or polygraph tests
§ 43:66 — — —Damages—In general
§ 43:67 — — —Contract actions
§ 43:68 — — —Reinstatement
§ 43:69 — — —Back pay
§ 43:70 — — —Mitigation of damages
§ 43:71 — — —Interest
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§ 43:72 — Front pay
§ 43:73 — Liquidated damages
§ 43:74 — Emotional distress
§ 43:75 — Tort damages
§ 43:76 — Emotional distress
§ 43:77 — Damage to reputation
§ 43:78 — Loss of consortium
§ 43:79 — Punitive damages
§ 43:80 — Tort actions
§ 43:81 — Contract actions
§ 43:82 — Statutory actions
§ 43:83 — Equitable remedies
§ 43:84 Liability of employees
§ 43:85 Defenses—In general
§ 43:86 — Employment at-will
§ 43:87 — Express at-will disclaimer
§ 43:88 — Contract defenses
§ 43:89 — Statute of limitations
§ 43:90 — Good cause for termination
§ 43:91 — Release; waiver
§ 43:92 — Exhaustion of administrative remedies
§ 43:93 — Public policy exceptions
§ 43:94 — Res judicata
§ 43:95 — Preemption
§ 43:96 — Worker’s compensation
§ 43:97 — Mitigation of damages
§ 43:98 — After-acquired evidence for termination
§ 43:99 — Advice of Counsel
§ 43:100 — Religious employers

CHAPTER 44. INTERFERENCE WITH EXISTING OR PROSPECTIVE CONTRACTUAL RELATIONS
§ 44:1 Interference with contractual relations—Introduction
§ 44:2 — Existing contract—Elements
§ 44:3 — Intent to interfere
§ 44:4 — Malice not required
§ 44:5 — Parties to contract not liable for interference; requirement of interfering third person
§ 44:6 — Interference with plaintiff’s performance of plaintiff’s own contract
§ 44:7 — Requirement of valid enforceable contract
§ 44:8 — Knowledge of contract by defendant
§ 44:9 — Improper interference
§ 44:10 — Forms of interference
§ 44:11 —Prospective contractual relations or prospective business advantage—Elements
§ 44:12 — —Interference with prospective inheritance
§ 44:13 Damages—In general
§ 44:14 —Compensatory damages
§ 44:15 —Emotional distress
§ 44:16 —Punitive
§ 44:17 —Equitable relief
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§ 44:19 — —Competition
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CHAPTER 45. UNFAIR COMPETITION
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CHAPTER 46. BAD FAITH ACTIONS AGAINST INSURERS
§ 46:1 Bad faith actions—Introduction
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